September 2016 Newsletter
Programme of meetings and events

WMWT at New Hall Mill August Bank Holiday

Venue: Water Orton Primary School, unless otherwise stated.
18th September 2016

Hands On Day: Pen turning.

16th October 2016

Demonstration Day: Sue Harker

20th November 2016

Annual General Meeting
Hands On Day: Open Hollow forms

11th December 2016

Demonstration Day: Mark Baker
Christmas Buffet

Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude around 4.30 pm.
(Setting up from 8.30 am)
Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about 4.00 pm.
Don’t forget your lunch and a mug!

West Midlands Woodturners is a “not for profit” company limited by guarantee.
Registered in England and Wales. Registration No: 9419165
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The weather was kind and visitor numbers high, I am told that 1,050 visitors
were counted in but the count missed a few so the official number has been
For our August 2016 meeting we had another enjoyable demonstration from called 1,100
Steve Heeley.
The sales table and pick a peg each took over £200 on the day, after some comThere is a report on the day elsewhere in this newsletter, but I just wanted to re- mission on member’s sales and 10% to the Mill club funds will receive £283.58
cord my thanks to Steve for turning up to do his demo even though he was not
feeling well and in considerable discomfort following a recent painful operation.
Steve generously donated all of the pieces turned on the day to the club to use as
I want to thank everyone that responded so generously to my request for donawe see fit.
tions to pick a peg and the sales table, but our success has meant that I need to
ask for your help again in replenishing our stock. We do have a break now before we start again in 2017 but please try to make a few pieces each month so
There were 39 members and 4 visitors present and I am hopeful that they will that we can avoid having a last minute panic to find enough stock.
become regulars at future meetings.
—————oo—————

Chairman’s Comments

Having been married for nearly sixty years, an eighty-five-year old couple died
The Chairman’s Challenge attracted 10 very good entries. Now that we are com- in a car crash. They had previously been in good health, mainly due to the wife’s
ing to the end of the holiday season I am hoping to see the number of entries ininterest in health food and exercise.
crease.
When they reached the pearly gates, St Peter showed them their spacious living
quarters – complete with swimming pool and conservatory - and reminded them
The Display Table was well supported again with over 25 high quality pieces on that because it was Heaven, everything was free. Then he took them around the
view. Your continued support for the display table is important to show visitors magnificent golf course and when the husband asked how much it cost to play
there, St Peter told them again: “this is Heaven Everything is free.”
the range of work being done by WMWT members. The raffle raised a generous
£62.

Next St Peter took them to the restaurant, where a sumptuous buffet was laid out.
“And don’t forget, it’s all free,” he said.

On Bank Holiday Monday 29th August we paid our second visit to New Hall
Mill.

Trying to take in the magnificence of the spread, the husband asked, “Is there
any low-fat and low-cholesterol food here?”

Eleven members helped throughout the day and several more members attended
as visitors. We had a Sales Table, Pick a Peg Table, and a Lathe set up to give
Mini Demonstrations

“You don’t have to worry about what you eat here,” said St Peter. “That’s the
joy of Heaven! You can eat whatever you want.”

Those of us that had been at the Mill in July had been looking forward to going
back and we were not disappointed. Everyone connected with the Mill gave us a
very warm welcome and the visitors were most complimentary about our display.

“Damn Jessica!” yelled the husband, stamping his foot in a fit of rage. “If it
wasn’t for your blasted bran muffins, we could have been here ten years ago.”
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Review of Steve Heeley’s Demo
By Wolfgang Schulze-Zachau
On Sunday, 21/09/2016, we had Steve Heeley as a guest demonstrator at
the Water Orton Primary School. Steve greets from Cannock, in other
words he's very local to us, and he offers tuition at all levels.
He brought along a range of his pieces, (see photos at the end of the review) which included a variety of ash bowls from a total of 75 he has
been recently commissioned to make for the Woodlands Trust for sale in
their shops. He also brought along a rough turned bowl,
and that was the piece he used to kick off the demo.
He mounted the piece simply by holding it onto the
chuck (with the tenon pointing towards the tailstock) and
bringing the tail stock and aligning it with the mark left
behind from the rough turning. The bowl, as is to be expected, considerably out of the round, including the tenon itself.
Steve tends to turn at high speed, which allows him to be
highly efficient. For the shaping of the outside of this
bowl he used a bowl gouge with a long wing, using pull
cuts to get back to the round and to achieve the shape he
wanted (which in this case was an ogee with a flared
rim). He then proceeded to use the very same gouge, but
now in shear scraping mode, to fine tune the surface until he was happy.
Steve tends to turn a foot on his bowls separate from the
tenon, which he also did here, in the shape
of a half cove with a small fillet against the
bottom of the bowl.
He then used an electric drill with a sanding

pad, starting at 120 grit, using Rhinogrip paper from
Simon Hope. The drill made short work of the sanding,
and for functional bowls like this one he only goes to 240
grit (by way of 180 grit). Finally the outside of the bowl
was finished with a coat of food safe oil, which he mixes
with grape oil. The very last step was to apply a thin coat of wax from a
hard wax stick, made half and half from carnauba and bees wax. This is
then polished with a paper cloth to a soft sheen.
The bowl was then reversed and mounted onto the tenon.
For the inside of the bowl, Steve used a standard grind
bowl gouge. He explained to us that he uses around a 45
degree angle on almost all of his gouges, just with different wing lengths to accommodate a variety of cuts. He
also explained the importance of grinding the heel of the
bevel, so as to avoid marks when going around the inside of a bowl. The
standard grind allows the gouge to cut on the outer side
of the tip, thereby present the cutting edge at roughly a 45
degree angle to the wood, and thus achieving a very good
cutting action, and in consequence a very smooth surface.
Once the inside of the bowl had the desired shape and
consistent wall thickness, he made a slight undercut at the
rim, in order to avoid a bulge in material where the
flared rim sits on the edge. This was done by using
the thumb of the left hand as a fulcrum (so that the
gouge cannot wander off onto the rim), letting the
tool register with the flute almost closed, then
opening the flute and following through in a nice,
smooth curve. The inside was then finished in the same manner as the
outside.
For his next piece, Steve chose to show us how makes
thin vase shapes with or without foot, with a natural
edge and ready for some piercing. For this he used a
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piece of ash that was intentionally kept green. Initially
it was mounted between centres, taking care to ensure
that both tailstock and headstock gripped the piece right
on the pith. He explained to us that in this way there is
much less chance of the piece going elliptical or oval
once the drying sets in, and with the pith at the centre
(which is softer than the rest of the wood), there was also
less chance of it developing any cracks or checks.
He turned the piece into the round using a bowl gouge
with a long wing, which he finds more efficient than a
spindle roughing gouge. A strong and precise tenon
was formed on one side, to cater for the relatively long
overhang of the piece once mounted in the chuck.
The initial shaping of both inside and outside was
achieved with the tailstock against the piece, and removing as much material as possible in this manner. Then the tailstock was removed and the
central nub removed with the gouge. He then proceeded to drill out the
centre to the desired depth, which not only removes
material efficiently, but also provides a depth marker
for the next step.
Steve then used the opportunity to demonstrate hollowing with the Simon Hope hollowing tool and jig. These
tools have a carbide tip, set at an angle into a solid steel bar. This provides a smooth cutting action, allowing rapid removal of material without
chattering. The inside was finished with a Sorby scraper with adjustable
blade. Again, this is a tool that leaves a very smooth
surface, as it works in shear scraping mode.
He then mounted a small, bright light onto the lathe
bed, which as positioned inside the form. By observing
the colour of the light, he could very accurately judge

the thickness of the remaining wall, allowing for colour variations according to the nature of the wood.
He explained that wider annual rings will generally
provide more light, i.e. appear brighter for the same
thickness, whereas knots generally show darker.
The outside of the form was shaped with standard
grind spindle gouge, again allowing him to produce
a very nice surface straight off the tool. Once the
main body was complete, he then proceeded with
great care and very gently cuts towards the bottom
of the form, and finally parted it off, still with the
spindle gouge. The last few millimetres then have to
be shaped and sanded by hand.
The next piece was a square box, again in ash (his favourite wood). The larger square blank, for the bottom
of the box, was mounted onto a Oneway screw chuck.
Steve explained that he preferred this particular model
because of the deep thread, giving a 13mm outside
diameter and requiring a 9mm drill hole. It is obviously very important to get the whole dead in the centre of the blank to achieve good symmetry of the
wings.
The turning was done at maximum speed to achieve
clean cuts on the wings. He first shaped a tenon and a
slight ogee shape for the underside of the bowl, which
was helped by the curved long wing of the chosen
bowl gouge, when used in shear scraping mode.
Again, this was sanded with the electric drill and then
reversed into the chuck, from where he proceeded
with a standard grind gouge and push cuts to shape the
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wings.

which was blended on one side into the curve of the bottom.

Once the inside of the box was done,
he used a skew chisel resting flat on
the tool rest to square up the rim.

With about 30 minutes left, Steve finished off the demo by showing some
skill with the skew chisel and making what turned into
a small chair leg from a piece of mahogany 2”x2”.

The lid was made from another square piece, but of
smaller dimensions. It was held between centres to put
a tenon on one side, then reversed into the chuck. Steve
then carefully formed a lip to match the inside of the
box bottom, and finished the inside of the lid. He then
reversed the piece again, this time in expansion mode,
and with the tailstock against the piece (as there was
only a very small lip for the chuck), to remove the bulk of the waste material on the top of the lid.

He started out by using the long point of a skew chisel,
with the chisel in vertical position on the toolrest, shaping a pommel. This is done by first breaking the fibres
with the skew chisel at approximately the position
where the round is to be achieved and then taking cuts from the square
section into the break, all with the skew in vertical position.

Obviously during all these operations it is important to keep one's fingers
out of the way of the rotating wings, and Steve explained how it helps
tremendously to be (or become) ambidextrous to make
the best possible cuts. He used delicate cuts with the
spindle gouge to shape the lid and a knob, finally using
the long point of a skew chisel to whittle down the very
top of the knob, until there was only a small piece left.
With the tailstock now removed, he flicked off the waste
(possible due to the side grain), and finished the knob
with sandpaper.
He then again mounted the box itself on
the tenon and improved the fit of the lid
to the desired tightness. Then the box
was reversed into the chuck and the foot
was finished with arcing cuts, starting
from the centre, and adding a small fillet,

Steve then proceeded to demonstrate the various cuts used to shape beads, coves and fillets.
For this he used a spindle gouge and the skew.
He took time to explain the motion required to achieve a nice bead, always ensuring that the bevel guided
the tool. The same then followed for
a cove.
He also explained that after sanding
the entire piece it was important to
use the skew chisel again to redefine
the fillets, which usually lose their crisp edges during sanding.
At the end of the day, everybody in the room, from beginner through to
advanced turner, had learned something new and walked away with
something to practice. All in all, Steve delivered a very good demonstration, with all the confidence and skill coming from a long professional
career.
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Steve Heeley’s Display

Hands On Day - 18th September.
Our successful series of themed Next Hands On Days continues on September 18th with a day centred on making pens. It's something most of us
have had a go at (I have) but are not expert at (also me).
We are lucky to have several members who are experienced in making
various designs of pens and in the use of the various jigs and gizmos
available for making them so it should be an interesting day. We will
have available all the equipment and materials necessary for pen making
and you are welcome, of course, to bring your own bits and pieces and
tools.
If you make a pen ( and we hope many members will), please be prepared to make a small contribution to club funds to cover the cost of any
materials you use. You will however have the pleasure of proudly taking
home a beautiful and unique pen to write love letters to you know who or maybe a cheque for the plumber ...
There are many videos on Youtube to whet your appetite. As usual, all
the club lathes and members' lathes will be available for all to use and we
will be making more than pens, so come with your questions, projects,
wood and tools and let's have another shavings-filled day.
Phil Stevenson.
Some of the many YouTube videos;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbVwaGovhCI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oq4VhV5YEjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99GgPp6Da78 (this is a BIG pen)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-Vj1yC8ysY (using a Banksia nut!)
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Chairman’s Challenge: Results for August
Novice Group 4 entries: Bud Vase

Intermediate Group 4 entries: Miniature Birdhouse

Advanced Group 2 entries: Box with threaded lid

1st Place: Rob Huxley

1st place: Brian Bateman

1st place: Tom Badger

2nd place: David Evans

2nd place: Dave Reynolds

2nd place: Tim Davies

3rd place: Gavin Morrice

3rd place: Dave Hobbs
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Display Table: August
This month, we will not be showing the table of participants, but will be showing the entry number. These will also be available on the website, where the member who made a
particular item can be identified. Let me know if this works! (Ed.)

Chairman’s Challenge: September
Novice Group:

Intermediate Group: Christmas decoration with Drop Finial

Christmas Tree Decoration
Advanced Group: Christmas Cracker
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Message from Macmillan Cancer Support:

Finally, from the Chairman (who obviously has too much time on his hands):

As members will recall, Phil Stevenson has been bringing equipment to the club for
sale. We have received the following from Macmillan's.

West Midlands Woodturners, thank you for your donation of
£250 in memory of your friend The Price Family.
It's an amazing way to remember someone special.

Wood offers:
Eucalyptus Logs
We have eucalyptus logs on our allotment site which could be available to your members if they are interested. We are in the Boulevard in Wylde Green Sutton Coldfield.
Any one interested can email me or contact me on 0121 373 3568.
Richard Fryer
Cherry, Holly, Hawthorn etc
Good evening , my name is Michael Jones . I would like to enquirer about the possibility of providing select pieces of wood to members of your club.
I'm a tree surgeon working local in the Cannock area as well as further afield. I'm regularly come across trees that need removing from network rail land which has grown to a
nice diameter and has been allowed to grow as such as its been left alone on the rail
side . The tree species I have come across are Cherry, box elder, holly, hawthorn and
also burrs from mature ash oak and cherry .
If this would be of any interest to you or your members then I would be happy to provide pieces for a small cost . I would need ideal diameters and sizes and species most
thought after. I can be contacted anytime via email or mobile 07580676164
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